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1,1     Introduction 

Intercut  in Swudish-^nd l-^ulu  industry has  increased tremendously in the 

Idi,I   tun years.   This   increased  inlorest  um be explained in part  by the 

structural economic prubJcms  that hav/e affected Sweden as well  as many other 

industrialized countries.   Certain  locations  in Sweden,   especially in the 

northern regions,   have  been hard hit with high unemployment forcing  the po- 

pulation to move to  the southern and  middle parts of the country.   There is 

an intense discussion going on in Sweden today,   trying to determine  the sig- 

nificant factors directly affecting  the economic development uf a region. 

Within this discussion,   the Smèland commune Gnosjö  is o'ten pointed out 

as a region which has had an extremely positive economic development du- 
ring  the 20th century. 

Gnosjö«s economy is highly dependent upon a large number of small-scale in- 

dustries primarily in the light manufacturing sector.  Unemployment ia low - 

so low  that it is said  that "the man who is withou'; work in GnosJÖ  is not 

interested in working».   It is not easy to analyze the positive economic de- 

velopment of Gnosjö commune with traditional research instruments and met- 

hods. Different disciplines have used different analysis models which vary 

consideraUy. This paper will consider Gnosjö commune as a practical case. 

This practical case will  then be analyzed and then used as an analysis mo- 

del which provides the best opportunity of understanding the reasons behind 

the positive economic development of a region. 

•V- 
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•iüs—^nu^jij  - üwuden's moat hinhly indus trial i ¿ed commune 

Certain parts of Sweden,   especially the province of Smèland,  are known for 

their small-scale  industrial enterprise.  Small-scale companies are predomi- 

nant  in Jönküping's county,   which accounts for the largest number of  indus- 

try workers by a company size classification (5-50 employees).  38* of  the 

industry workers are employed by small-scale companies.  Of the total 3 QUO 

manufacturing companies in the county there are approximately 200 companies 

with more than 200 employees and over 1 300 companies with less than 5 em- 

ployees. Small-scale industrial enterprise is highly concentrated in two 

places,  Gnosjö and Anderstorp,   both of which are situated in Jönköping'a 

county.  Gnosjö,   however,   is the place in which the smanicale industrial 

enterprise was begun and is the subject of this paper. 

1.3    Some statistical data concerning Gnos.lo 

Table  1    Population growth in Gnosjö  1960 - 1975 

Total population 

(index) 

Population 15-64 years old 

(index) 

1960 

4 505 

(100) 

2 823 

(100) 

19S5 

4 817 

(107) 

3 108 

(110) 

1970 

4 967 

(110) 

3 251 

(115) 

J275 

5 430 

(121) 

3 507 

(124) 

As has been pointed out in Table  1,  Gnosjö has 5 430 inhabitants with a 

very high rate of employment. 

Table 2    tote of employment  1970 in Gnosjö commune ( % ) 

Gnosjö 

15-64 years 

Men        Women 

65 years and older 

Men and women 

87,8       44,4 21,0 

County 
....   ,.... 

84,3       44,2 
• 

11,3 

Source;   County Planning Commission 1974 and Central Bureau of Statisti ca 



The employment rate for wumen  in Gnosjö  is not significantly higher than the 

average for  the county.  One must consider,   however,   that in Gnosjö  there  is 

un extremely low number of  people employed  in the public sector,   a  branch 

which traditionally employs a  large number of wormm.   There is good  reason to 

believe that a  large: number of entrepreneurial wives (there are few women ac- 

tually leading a campany)  am not recorded as being employed - so  that  the 

rate of employment for women in Gnosjö  is most probably underestimated. 

Why should one study Gnosjö  ? One of the first reasons can be seen in exami- 

ning the following table. 

taüle 3    Unemployment and  reported employment opportunities in Gnosjö  1972 - 1977 

Unemployed/population 

15-64 years  (hundreds) 

Newly reported employment oppor- 

tunities/unemployed 

1972     1973    1974     1975     1976 1977 1972    1973    1974    1975     1976    1977 

Gnosjö 

County 

1.9      2.2       1.5       1.1       1.4 

11.5      9.1      5.9      7.3      6.7 

3.2 

6.5 

5.31    5.90    6.74    9.19    7.80    2.51 

0.9       1.30    1.74     1.35     1.67    1.47 

It is projected that the same percent of the population of Gnosjö will be em- 

ployed within the light manufacturing industry as    it       is today. 

Table 4    Real and Projected employment structure in Gnosjö  1970 - 1990 (percent) 

Branch 

Karming + Forest 
industry 

Light manufactur. 
industry 

Building industry 

Trade 

Transport 

Other services 

Public sector 

1970 

3  Count 

1980 1990 

Gnosji 

8.0 

y Country Gnosjö County Country Gnosjö County County 

9.4 8.1 5.3 5.7 5.0 5.1 3.2 3.5 

66.1 41.0 31.0 68.4 40.5 31.0 68.4 39.0 29.0 

6.3 Ü.5 9.7 3.9 7.4 7.3 2.5 6.4 6.3 

6.0 10.6 12.8 6.6 10.5 12.6 6.3 9.9 12.3 

3.1 5.5 7.2 2.6 5.0 7.1 2.5 4.6 6.9 

5.3 9.3 12.2 5.3 9.2 12.6 5.1 8.9 12.6 

5.2 15.7 19.0 7.9 21.7 24.4 10.1 28. Ü 2b».4 

100.0     100.0    100.0/100.0    100.0     100.0/100.0    100.0    100.0 

Total mm. —fi, /3 542    13037 -   /3 800    136050 - /3 950    144100 

Source;   County Planning  Commission  1974 
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An explanation of this exceptional development can be found in  the commune's 

historical envelopment,  which has caused Gnosjö to be a commune of small-sca- 

le private enterprises,  primarily concentrated within the  light manufacturing 
industry. 

T-ble b    Percent of employment by branch industry in Gnosjö  (the information 

is taken from 1977 values and companies with at least 5 enployees) 

Branch Company Employees 

Light manufacturing industry 

Number Percent Number Percent 

77 79 1 572   87 
Building industry 7 7 83    5 
Retail trade, restaurant,hotel 12 12 130    7 
Wholesale trade 10 10 
Transport 2 2 26     1 

Total 96 100 1 811   100 

As has been indicated in Table 5, there ar* 98 small-scale compañías with at 

least 5 employees. 47 of these 98 companies am in the vary small-scale com- 
pany category with 5-9 employees. 

Fi3ure 1    ^^Pany size and employment distribution in Gnosjö (all compañías 

with at least 5 employees) 

Number of em- 
ployees (%) 

Size classes 
(according to 
number of em- 
ployees ) 

Number of com- 
panies 

50 
s, 

40 

30 

17 19 

?5 27 

12 

20 

10 

0 

5-    10- 20-    50- 100-200- 
9       19    49      99    199    499 

47      26    16 

à 



It   une examinas  only  the muriufacturiny   industrial   companies   in Unusjü  commune, 

urti'  sees  that  the  lii|ht manufacturing  industry  is  predominant.   If one   tokos 

the 77  companies  within the  light manufacturing   industry with  more   than b em- 

ployees and ud'Js   the üb companies   that have   1-4  employees,   one  sees   that with- 

in  the   total   number of  142 manufacturing  companies,   1U2 are  in  the  light manu- 

facturing  industry. 

Table 6    Manufacturing  industry  in Gnosjö.  Number of companies  and  the employ- 

ment distribution by branches  (1977 values) 

Branch (sub-branch) Company Employees 

Food products 

Number Percent Number Percent 

1 1 9 1 

Textile + leather products 4 3 60 4 

Forest products 11 B 85 5 

Paper + graphic products 3 2 120 7 

Chemical products 6 4 65 4 

Nonmetallic mineral products 1 1 3 0 

Metal  products 11 8 123 7 

Light manufacturing ind.  prod. 102 71 1  211 71 

Other manufacturing ind.  prod. 3 2 27 1 

Manufacturing industry  total 142 100 1 703 10Ü 
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j,     hiijluricuì   background 

I he   rc;<iL)Un why  this  ruyion  today  has  become one uf  the most industriali/od 

rt.-rjiuns   in  the world  is  to  be found  in  the historical  development of  the  re- 

gion.   Iherefure,   lut us start up  with a summary of  this  development. 

17th The earliest   iron-handling  companies started  around the   17th century, 
century 

They started up with simple production of swords,   bayonets and other 

weapons for the Swedish army.  The people who worked with  this produc- 

tion were free from army duty.  The prerequisites for this production 

was  the availability of iron,   both from the  big  iron-mine  in Taberg, 

6U km to the  north of Gnosjö,  and also "myr—malm",   iron ore picked 

up from the bottom of the  lakes in wintertime when the  lakes were co- 

vered with  ice. 

The iron was melted into  metal  in small  iron works.  For the melting 

process they used charcoa1   produced from the forests.  An essential  re- 

sult from this early production was that there were a lot of people 

who had a good knowledge  of how to work with iron. 

1tìth 
entury 

Products  coming from the  wire-drawing process have made Gnosjö famous. 

With wire-drawing we mean the method of making iron-wires out of iron 

bars.   This production started up as a side-line to the very ^Dor far- 

ming.  The people were forced to do something which would make them less 

dependent upon farming.  As we have pointed out,   the people already knew 

how to work with iron.  An important iron-works,   Nissafors Works,  was 

founded  in  1725.  Nissafors  is situated only  15 km from Gnosjö. 

In the middle of the  18th century small  iron-works were also founded 

in Hàrryda,   Marieholm,   Gyllenfors,  Aminne and other places situated 

10-40 km from Gnosjö.   They played an important role for the inhabitants 

in the area as suppliers  of side-line activities and are significant 

as regards later industrial development.   It is important to note 

that mne of the iron-works were situated within Gnosjö.   Thus  the peop- 

le were not at first engagea Directly in the iron-works.  Wire-drawing 

in Gnosjö can be traced back to around 1730.   To begin with,   it was 

practiced by means of manual and horse power,   but from the 1760a tha 
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Sinai 1  factories  wore   luca lud  near  the  rivers  and streams so  it   would 

tie possible  La use  the water as a power—source.  In  all    there were 

arou> J  10U such small  factories  in the countryside. 

Frai)  the wires  they made a  lot of very simple products such as hair- 

pins,   needles,   hooks anj eyes,   ox-chains and so on.   All people were 

involved in this production,   both young and old. 

The products were  to a great extent sold by house-to-house peddling, 

but also by iucal distributors who sold the products  in different 

local market places all over the country. 

19th In the beginning of  the  19th century a number of new products were 
century 

introduced,  many of them for use in the households.   This was possible 

because in the early 1800' s  the factory workers had learned how to 

"weave the metal".  From the original manu&l wire-working the threa- 

ding of the wire became more and more mechanical.   The handtools were 

gradually transformed into machines,  mainly through  the inventiveness 

of the craftsmen,  une might say that production on a:i industrial   basis 

can De traced back  to  the  1860s in the sense  that the production no 

longer was primarily a side-line to farming. During the  1860s a 

number of small  fa-tories were founded,   some of which are still  in 

existence. 

Around 1070,   the manual wire-drawing was faced with hard competition 

from the mechanical large-scale companies,  but rationalization and a 

change-over to other resource materials ensured      prolonged prosperity. 

New products were introduced during  the last part of  thB  19th century, 

as different as snuff-boxes,  spectacle cases,   leather purses etc. 

One very essential  thing  that contributed to  the growth of  the produc- 

tion was  the building of a  functioning  infrastructure.     The  transporta- 

tion problems were considerable and the railroad (completed  in 1680) 

between the harbour of Halmstad and  the town MassJo  linked GnosJÖ  not 

only to the other railroads in Sweden,   but made it easier to export 

the products.  As a result of the building        of a railway system it 

became more profitable to take advantage of the forest resources. 
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Therefore forest-baaed industries developed at the end of the 19th centu- 

ry. 

In 18yg,  electrical power «was introduced.  This meant that the old 

wire-drawing factories situated near the rivers and streams in the 

countryside were replaced by factories in the village. 

When wire-drawing in the last decades of the 19th century started 

declining in Gnosjö, a number of new industries had been developed 

with       sufficient strength to survive. 

20th       The development of companies in the GnosJö-Anderstorp area durino the 
century 

20th century has been extremely expansive.  There has been a number of 

"spin-offs" from certain "mother" companies.  In Gnosjö,  the starting. 

of companies has been accelerated since the end of the 1920s,  inter- 

rupted by the depression around 1930 and the second world war, and 

reached a culmination during the post-war era. 

In many ways Gnosjö is a unique communet  the great number of industri- 

es and their dispersion all over the commune|  the versatility in pro- 

duction - in Gnosjö almost anything can be produced, which is of course 

a result of extensive entrepreneurial activity.    This and many other facts 

have contributed to QnosjlPs being an example of entrepreneurial initiative 
in Saàland. 



J.    A theoretical base for the study of entrnpreneurship 

3.1     Introduction 

Scholars who have worked with this new and exciting area of research hav/e 

come from different branches of study such as economics,  sociology,   cultural 

geography,  history etc. Dependent on what starting-points the scholars have 

had  in their research,  they have also shown results which at first sight 

may seem in a contrasting relationship  to each other. 

It is natural,  however,  that the research in its initial state takes place 

starting from several ways of approach.   It is in fact in this way that the 

research in the social sciences is brought forward!   in using methods and 

ideas from different branches of study one may gradually arrive at a "true" 

description of the complicated process that the entrepreneur sets off when 

he buildjup a new independent organization. 

In the 1970s the scientists to a large extent have started taking an inte- 

rest in the entrepreneur and the importance of the entrepreneur in the in- 
dustrial development. 

One of the reasons for this increased interest in starting companies  is that 

regional problems of imbalance occur also in the industrialized count- 

ries. Certain regions are considerably more developed than others. In the 

regions where small-scale companies dominate the industrial structure, it 

seems as though industrial development has been much more even and, for 

example, unemployment rates lower.  It is then quite natural that the    scien- 

tists have,   to a large extent,  taken an interest in the entrepreneurship 

problems. Examples of issues that the scientist    wants to illuminate in this 
context are: 

Who is this person that starts a company ? Under what circumstances du as the person 

start new companies ? In what ways does the enterpriae-building proceas dif- 

fer in different branches,  regions,  etc ? 

In order to understand the origin of a company as a natural process the scien- 

tists have chosen not only to study the organization,  but, above all,   the people 
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who made  the companies.   There is o great interest  in seeing what events  that 

influence a person and makes them break 01 

build up a new independent organization. 

•* —www   j... ^wwj.1^1   wimi.  evtsriLw   T.nai 

influence a person and makes them break out  of ^Srdinary surrounding and 

3.«?     The psychological  view of the entrepreneur 

The  theory that one may decide with  the help of a limited number of psycho- 

logical elements if a person possesses the qualifications necessary to lead 

a company successfully has its foremost advocate in the American psychologist 

David McClelland.McClellandhas in his research primarily illuminated how a 

particular psychological  factor,  the need for achievement,   is responsible for 

economic growth and decline1. 

Three types of study were carried out to teat this hypothesis.  The first type 

dealt with the relationship between group measures'   need for achievement and 

overall  rates of economic development2.   Thus,  for example folk tales from 

primitive cultures were analyzed to see whether the tales containing large 

amounts of achievement in imagination came from tribes that showed a higher 

level of economic activity.  The second type of study carried out by McLelland 

traced the origins of the need for achievement in studying the transmission 

of parental values and attitudes (from mothers to sons) and by studying the 

relationships between the occupational interests of adolescent boys and their 

levels of need for achievement . 

The importance of these studies, in our context, is in their relation to the 

third type of study carried out by McLelland, which dealt with the entrepre- 

neurial role and the motives and behaviours of actual business entrepreneurs4. 

McLelland suggests that the link between high levels of the need for achieve- 

ment in a nation and the rapid economic development of a nation is the entre- 

preneur - »the man who organizes the firm and/or increases its productive ca- 

pacity».  McLelland suggests that the key components of the entrepreneurial 

role are moderate risk-takings in which the outcome depends more on skill 

than on chance»  energetic,   innovative activity,  individual responsibility 

for generating and choosing among alternative courses of action,  concrete 

1) McClelland-P--  The Achieving Society. 

2) Ibid.,  p. 65-70. 

3) Ibid.,  p.  342 

4) Ibid.,   p.  205-240 

New York 1967 
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knowledge of roulis of individual actions or decisione, and long-range 
Planning and organizational abilities. 

McClellandand his successors have, besides the need of achievement, studied 

two other psychological needs:   the need of affiliation (the need for con- 

tact with other people,   to oblige other people) and the need of power (the 

ambition to dominate  the behaviour of other people).   It has been establish* 

in several studies that a combination of a high need for achievement and «- 

dium high need of power is a characteristic of the entrepreneur, that turn 

out most successfully.  There is a negative link on the other hand between 

need of affiliation and successful entrepreneurship?. 

Starting from McCi .Hand'sstudies in particular,  other «dentist* have con- 

structed test forms with which it is possible to measure the entrepreneur^ 

capability of different people (that is,  their need of achievement, power end 

affiliation). Furthermore courses have been developed where the ambition ie 

to influence the achievement capability of the participants2. 

In the last few years  the views based on the research of McClelland have been 

questioned. Opinions have been raised like avoid focussing on the »supermen- 

type of entrepreneur and that a large amount of research must be carried out 

before the «nature of  the entrepreneur»  can be made clear.  McClelland's im- 

pact is similar in that he provokes discussion,  stimulates arguments and 

explores a range of original hypotheses.  For the time being,  however,  we 

must conclude that the examination of empirical studies leaves the question 

of entrepreneurial motivation unsolved.   There has not yet been established 

a clear link between the personality characteristics of entrepreneur, and 
the success of their business. 

3,3    The traditional economic view of the entrepreneur 

Traditional economists see the entrepreneur as an irrelevant element and that 

the company aspires to achieve certain,  for the employees,  collective goal. 

irrespective of the entrepreneur. Two economic scientists, Cyert and 

1) «finer, H.6>.  flAAn.   T.i.. Motivation of research and development »ntrepr«- * 

neurs, Determinants of company success,  Journal of applied psychology,  vol 53 
1969,  p.   17B-184. ' 

2) JtanJ.,  The economic effects of achievement motivation treinir^.Thmai.. 

Graduate School of Education, Harvard University.   1975. Mimeographed. 
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March  ,   for example,  describe the company as an apparatus of decision, 

where prices and output play a decisive part in the decisions made.  Neither 

the entrepreneur nor the entrepreneurial  role play any part in the theories 

of Cyert and March.  But  there are naturally other scientists who have poin- 

ted out  the importance of the entrepreneur.  An American economist,  Baumöl, 

speaks of the entrepreneur as: 

"he has long been required as the apex of the hierarchy that deter- 

mines the behaviour of the firm and thereby bears heavy responsibi- 

lity for the vitality of the free enterprise system."2 

Baumöl furthermore differs between the entrepreneur and the company leader3, 

the company leader is "the individual who oversees the ongoing efficiency of 

continuing procBss" and the entrepreneur is: 

"the Schumpetarian innovator and some more... it ia his Job to locate 

new ideas and to put them into effect. He must lead, perhaps even in- 

spire...  And he is virtually absent from the received theory of firm." 

This view stated  by Baumöl has found ready listeners  in many people in the 

1970s. But let us go back and see how other scientists  think of the importance 

of the entrepreneur. 

In spite of this  changed attitude of the entrepreneur,   many of the measures 

hitherto carried out to stimulate the establishing of new companies have been 

directed more towards creating a favourable environment for the company than 

towards the eventual demands of an individual starting a company. 

The state authorities have often built up a "support system" to support the 

establishment of new companies, and then forgot that entrepreneurahip is an 

attitude very difficult  to influence. 

The support system that has been built up has also been criticized because 

it has become too complicated. Such a large number of institutions have ba«n 

created,  with the task of,  among other things,   informing the newly-started 

company,   that the entrepreneur gets lost among  them. 

1) Cyef^i  R,M.,  and March,,  j.fi.,  A behavioural  theory of the firm, Englawood 

Cliffs,   N.J.,   1963. 

2) gatifüli WiJ't   Entrepreneurship in economic theory (with discussion).  Assiri can 

Econ.  Review,  vol  58,   No 2,  (May 1966):  p. 64-71. 

3) Ibid.,   p.  65-66. 
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Despite this,   theru is an advantage also in the  traditional economista'   strong 

concentration an  the importance of  the surrounding  milieu for a newly -es tubi is- 

hud company.   In  the complicated and often haphazard process of building up a 

new company,   thu  appearance of  the company milieu may often be decisive  for 

the possibilities  of a company  to survive.   The scientists cannot answer the 

question of what  combinations  between the person who starts  the company and 

his environment are a  necessary condition for the building-up and survi- 

val of a company. 

3,4    An integrated view of the company building-up process1 

In this section we will  introduce a conclusive model  of the building of com- 

panies and their determinants.  Starting out from this description we will dis- 

cuss the components that constitute the model. We wish to give expression to 

the complicated  cooperation that  takes place between the future entrepreneur - 

the company - and  the surrounding company milieu in the establishment process. 

Determinants: 

Company structuring 

Entrepreneurial 
qualities 

Exampias in 
the milieu 

Critical 
events 

:   ["idea"! Ji 
Uaaepl 
TL- 

Conviction 
phase 

ss of I 
urces I 

Access 
resources 

lOperation 
|phase 

Déterminants 

If you start with  the determinants you may talk about a pattern consisting of 

the qualities of the entrepreneur - partly in a psychological dimension,   the 

presence of examples or other social links in the milieu of the company star- 

ter,  certain events more closely related to situations and physical and other 

resources -or Wxich are more or less possible  for the  cornac initiator to aocuire 

and Wiich «re necessary for starting tb« operation. 

1 )  This model  is based on the research of the author on Swedish entrepreneur». 
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[ ntrepreneuriai  qualities 

studies  carried out with  the  intention of illuminating company qualities 

have often been based on a  motivation theory.  Against this  background  it 

i i  important  to show a few contributions in this area  that have been used 

in order to explain the behaviour in connection with the establishment of 

new companies   . 

b    Examples in thi? milieu 

The most important variable found in surveys regarding company-formings is 

the presence of examples of other company starters for the 

potential  company starter.  A company starter must be convinced that he is 

doing the right thing in starting a company of his own.  Regular contacts 

with successful entrepreneurs,  who have served as examples,  have made this 

process  easier. 

The most obvious example of this is the parents of the potential entrepreneur . 

In surveys of,   for example the company structure in the UB,   it is pointed out 

that the share of new entrepreneurs whose parents have had a more independent 

position,   varied between 50-58¿ depending on the branch and the whereabouts of 
3 

the community  . 

1) For a conclusion of these,   compare: 

Shaoero.  A.  Entrepreneurship and economic development,  Proceedings of Project 

ISEED,  Summer  1975,  Milwaukee  1975,  p. 639 and Stanworth «nd fWrrn-   Manage- 

ment motivation in the smaller business. Essex,   1973,  p.   20-25. 

2) See for pynnip Harml.   T-.   The Filipino manufacturing entrepreneur,  Conell 

University Press,  Ithaca,   N Y,   1965,  and Roberts.  E B.  Wainer.   H A.  Some charac- 

teristics of technical entrepreneurs IEEE Transactions on Engineering manage- 

ment,   vol EM: 18,   No 3,   1972,   p.   106. 

norland-   C.  Focus of control,   Need for achievement and entrepreneurship,   the 

University of Texas,  Austin,   1974. 

3) Draheim.  K.  Howell.  R.  Shaoero,  A.   The development of a potential defense 

UGO complex;   A study of Minneapolis - St Paul, Starford Research Institute, 

Menlo Park,   Calif,   1966. 

Coooer.  A C.   The Palo Alto experience,   Industrial Research, May 1970,  p. 58-60 

and Entrepreneurial Environment,   Industrial Research, Sept 1970,   p. 74-76, 
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c    Critical events 

What makes peuple; initiate behaviour Met results  in forming a company ? Cer- 

tain studies claim that  most  company formings are  related  to some  kind of "un- 

balance"  - a displacement  from a  relatively comfortable existence  to one some- 

what more "eccentric: and uncomfortably".  Political  refugees and people who have 

been fired are sometimes  noted as examples of this. 

The event nay be both positive and  nogative,  forced on you from outside or 

internally experienced in character1.  It is rather common that combinations of 

negative and positive conditions make    the company starter act and take 

initiative.  An accumulated "pressure" is often needed  to make a peraon move out 

of a position previously established.   In certain cases the large-scale companies 

may be of importance for an increased establishment of new companies. Studies 

have stated that in those companies there are more frustrated employees2. 

d    Access of resources 

The  taking of initiatives,   examples  for establishing  new companies and the in- 

clination to act are necessary,   but|not sufficient conditions for the starting. 

The company starter must have access  to resources,   that is  labour,   raw materials, 

capital,   buildings,   equipment and other things required  to operate. 

Foreign studies show that in times when the access  to capital  is good,   the num- 

ber of new companies  tends  to  increase,  while it shows signs  of weakness  in a 

rougher climate.  There is reason to believe that company formers in general 

at the beginning of the company - rely on their ov«8avingand        extenaive borrowing 

from        friends,   relatives,   working partners etc3.   It is also possible that 

a "financial" partner might provide the remaining support necessary 

to start  the company.  This would counter the statement  that no sub- 

stantial support from the regular capital market is normally provided on a larga 

scale.   Here also Swedish as well as foreign experiences show that the banks in 

general do not reqard the financing of company formings as fit for the banks. 

It should also be noted that there are only a few studies in this area,  but 

1 ) See for example foUer.  J B.   Generalized expectancies for internal versus 

external control of reinforcement,  Psychological Monographs,   1966,   vol 80,  No 1, 

P.  25,   and Shaoerfl,  n,  Entrepreneurahip and economic development,   Proceedinfls 
of Project  ISEED,   1975,  p.  638» 

2) Boswell,  j,   The rise and decline of small firma,  London,   1973,   p. 50. 
3) Litvak,  l A, fáujf, C j,  Comparative technical entrepreneurahip 1  some per- 

spectives,  Journal of International  Business Studies,   Spring  1976,   p. 35. 
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the existing resulta  indicate  that the presence of financing  institutes,  actinq 

positively in  the growth of new companies play a key role when a  region shall 

generate,   develop and maintain  new companies.. 

3.4.2   Founding a new company 

company 
Founding a rew ,   or more  common,   the establishment process,   consists of 

a  nurber of racn> or less limited and defined  steps  or phases*1.   It starts ac- 

cording  to our definition the  first   time  the  company founder      thinks 

nf starting on  his own,  and     ends    when  the  company has reached a stage of  re- 

latively stable operation, 

a    The idea phase 

The  idea phase opens  the company establishment and  consists of the  time period 

in which  the company starter for the first time comes  into contact with the 

idea or thought of wanting to start a company of his own.   The prominent feature 

of this introductory step is also  that  it generally stretches over a very long 

period of  time  in which the company starter does not make any concrete attempts 

to either test or examine closer his possibilities of realizing his idea. 

The idea as such is not formed in such a way that he can say exactly what he 

wants to do,   produce or market.       This is more a question of an attitude,  dis- 

position or will to eventually - without being able to state it in precise di- 

mensions - become hi9 own master. 

b   Tht teat and conviction phaae 

When the idea has reached a certain degree of maturity the company starter is 

apt to more or les9 try his thoughts of becoming an entrepreneur on people in 

his direct surroundings.  It is primarily a question of family members,  relatives, 
Encouraging 

good    friends,   working partners etc. /       comments strengthen    his belief 

in the idea and make    him also go further and further from che nucleus of the family 

1) tllff—•"-  c-   ThB Venture Capital Investment Process,  Univ.  of Texas,  Austin, 

Texas  1972 and ShMBTPi n,  Haff—n.  C, Dmhaim.  * P    and Howell,  ñ P.   The role 

of  the Financial Community in the Formation,   Growths and Effectiveness of Tech- 

nical Companies,  MDRI Press,   Austin,   Texas,   1969. 

2) Similar models of the establishment process has been presented by Baker.   R J. 

StVfllMUaTi   •' r    The venture formation/development process,  Proceedings of Project 

ISEFD, Milwaukee 1975,  p. 414 and Watkina. D S.   Towards an empirical ba3is for 

public policy on business initiation andaoorandlsemefrt, floncontes do StGall,   Mnrl.-7€ 
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•to trying out his, by this time, more finely-shaped idea. 

The company formation is in many casos interrupted at this stage    léien       the 

tost    evokes        mostly negative  reactions on the part of relatives and friends. 

This phase does not take as much time as the idea phase,  but it can be slightly 

more intensive, a great deal of spare time is used for thinking about the problem. 

The phase is concluded with more or less concrete plana for a futura company be- 

ing drawn up. 

c    The preparation phase 

These plans for the future operation might range from simple coat-income calcu- 

lations for the first months of operation to mora sophisticated analysée of the 

market situation, production process, administration etc. 

In the preparation phase resource components form important elements. Different 

sources of finance are examined and contacted, consultants are called upon for 

market- or product (idea-) analyses, suppliers are contacted,  the trade is adverti- 

sed       (possible delivery contracts are drawn up). Contacts with local and re- 

gional authorities, for example,the community and the    Regional Development Agency 

are created (often through an intermediary) to solve    questione of premises, 

labour or any other question of resource. Machine purchases are planned and nay 

be calculated with the help of an external consultant. 

The increasing number of contacts outside a relatively stable circle of family, 

relatives, goods friends and working partners is another characteristic besides 

the above-mentioned. 

For the company starter a certain development often takes place in knowledge. 

He acquires elementary knowledge of company law (for the forming of the company) 

and takes a closer look at elementary book-keeping. The phase can be characte- 

rized as very labour-intensive, but is relatively short in time. 
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d    The starting phase 

Jt is not certain - nor in all cases probable - that the preparation« really 

luud to the forming of a new company.  The company start does not have to coas 

as a logical consequence of the preparation. Some kind of trigger mechanism 

is required  to release the company starter from his earlier position eithar 

(most common) it is a question of his previous employment or something that 

in another way threatens his security.  To risk unemployment or to feal ill at 

ease in employment, having  to leave the home community,  or in any other way 

being placed in a negative change of position (  from the 

point of view of the company starter or his family) are such liberating «venta. 

To have the question   of premises,  financing- or any other resource probi«» 

satisfactorily solved are examples of liberating positive factor« - easing a 

chance and taking it. 

e    The operation phase 

In the operation phase all resources of the company are engaged,  and the acti- 

vity is self supporting.  The production may not as yet run «moo hly.  The loan 

picture is somewhat stabilized.  The first credits that were taken in a bank or 

another form of credit institution,  in the preparation and starting phase,  for 

security in personal security for the company starter and his family and for 

mortgage in real security is replaced in the period by «ortgaginn the enterprise. 

The working time of the company starter is still extensive and   in excess of 

normal working hours engaged in production,  the remaininp time ia spent in 

administrating the company, advertising the trade,  contacta with supplier« and 

planning. As a rule,  no addition is made in the number of employee«. 
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o.      I hu (jnoü.jü L.ü:HJ  rcl.jtcü   Lu  thu  intugratud view of  the comjtiny build-up 

prcjCFjsa.  A cuneiuding üiücussiun 

Undnrtakiny a pruyrumme  for the ijunurution and encouragement of entropreneur- 

Lihjp does not guarantee  the development of a region.  We all know by now  that 

development is a complex process and  that a region or an economy is an open 

system in which old variables disappear forever and new ones appear to  ein» 

found us.   There is  no single approach or technique  that  is both necessary and 

sufficient for regional   development. 

Out let us consider how our experiences from the Gnosjö commune can be used 

in order to understand our analytical model presented in the preceding sec- 

tion (3.4). 

a    Entrepreneurial  qualities 

Compared  to the experiences we and other scientists have had from the Swedish 

entrepreneurs,   there are several differences between the entrepreneurs  in 

bnosjü  compared to  those  in the rest of Sweden.   The Gnosjö entrepreneurs 

are on an average 27  years old    when starting  their own companies,   compared 

to 3G  years old for the  rest of the country.  As a result of this,   they have 

a  shorter formal education.   In similarity  to other Swedish entrepreneurs, 

the Gnosjö entrepreneur usually has some kind of technical education and no 

economic education. 

He possesses a great deal of product skill.  He has c'ioaen the line of industry 

that he has just left,   or from which he has experiem    in previous entrapre- 

neurship. 

A remarkable thing is that even today in Gnosjö there are companies whose 

business idea is the original Gnosjö business ideai to handle the wire in 

some  form  ! 

There is a driving force.  One person has been a driving force in relation to 

other persons involved.  He is more willing than his partners to go on to "the 

bitter end". 
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There  is also stravinci  towards  individuation.  Each person involwd in th. 

process  is atri v/in., towardr, individuation.  However,   need of achievement and 

puwnr HIT. also  impartant  incentives. 

Uoth   these facture,   the drivincj force and the striving  towards  individuation 

are an offeet of the bpecial  environment  in Gnosjö.   It is probable  that this 

striving  for individuation is higher in Unosjö  than in the rest of the country. 

You will  not be acceptod as a  "real" man before you have started your own com- 
pany. 

b    Excnples in the milieu 

The whole Gnosjö commune serves as a school for entrepreneurs.  All inhabitants 

have access to a large number of examples of successful entrepreneurs in the 

neighbourhood Already at an early age they come into contact with entrepre- 
newirship. 

There are favourable relations to environment.  Family,   relatives,  friends, 

last employer,  consultants and society nava all in different ways supported 

the formation of the business.  So too have customers and suppliers. 

There are firm links with the place of birth and the place of origin.   The 

persons  involved in the process get more and more bound to their place of o- 

rigin during the time of business formation.  Quite often they saw the estab- 

lishment of a business as a means of staying or returning there. 

c    Critical incidents 

When successful entrepreneurs  tell  the story of their lives,   it is common 

that they point out a number of critical incidents that have,  often in a deci- 

sive way influenced their decision of starting a company of their own. 

We have  found that such critical  incidents occur,   but that it may be of soma 

importance to speak of two different types uf critical eventai   those that hava 

a "pull-effect" and those that have a "push-effect". 
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There  in a   "pull-et f ecL"  when  the  persons  involved  have seen a  chance  and a 

possibility   to ^how what  they  really can do.   They have yrasped  the  chance. 

Une might say  that this  "pull-effoct"  is  very strong   in Gnosjü,   and   is  of 

great  importance to explain the  high rata of new  companies establishing. 

There  is also a "push-effect".   The persons involved have been dissatisfied 

with  their earlier positions,   e.g.   not so well  paid,   frustrated because of 

lack of  law and order in the organization,  a risk of  being dismissed  or of 

being unemployed.  This "push-effect" has been of  minor importance  for explai- 

ning  the  inclination of the Gnosjö  entrepreneurs   to start a company of  their 

own,   compared  to what it has meant to other Swedish entrepreneurs. 

d    Access to  resources 

There is a positive environment for new businesses in Gnosjü. Businesses to- 

day have jeen formed in an environment well-supplied with different kinds of 

resources (consultancy, finance, facilities, machinery, workers, skill, edu- 

cation, transport etc. ) There has also been absence of severe competition in 

the market. The local and regional communities have highly appreciated new 

industries. 

Of all  resources needed for a  new-started entrepreneur,   capital  is  regarded 

as  the most essential. But  even if  the environment  today can offer finance re- 

sources   to  the entrepreneur,   it is  true that most of  them start  their compani- 

es with very limited capital  resources. 

The operation is often started as part-time occupation, and hard work  in the 

evenings and weekends.  This has meant that there  is a relative independence 

of banks and other financierjin the starting phase. 

The explanation of this behaviour is  to be found  in the historical  develop- 

ment.   The Gnosjü entrepreneur is by tradition strongly directed towards being 

independent,   wh.-f.oh means independence towards the  financiers. 

Since you "stare off furtively"  this also means  that the operation is often 

started with second-hand machines.   The family is  the resource most heavily 
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rolicd upon.  Whtin a mcmbur of the family wants to start out on his own,   it 

ia natural  that the rest of the family holp,   not only with advice,   but also 

throufih helping out with thu work in the company in tha critical starting 

phase.   The risk-taking uf the entrepreneur is in this way minimized. 

v> 
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